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college students around the world.today, college students are not different from others
regarding this problem. . as a matter of fact, this problem may be the result of three
main factors:  software you use.. 1. bloatware . multitudes of bloatware applications

are installed in the computer by the application companies before sending the soft
wares to the market.bloatware is nothing but unnecessary software applets, widgets,
and gadgets. these soft wares are usually created to give the companies new things.
actually, there is no need for these things to be installed. if you want that, go ahead

and get it, but why do you need it? what is the need to install such soft wares? some. 2.
the dumbing down . another factor for the computer virus is the dumbing down of the
consumers. based on several surveys, more and more computer users are becoming

passive before operating the computer. it seems that these people are no longer willing
to know anything and everything about their computer operating systems. they just
want to use it, run their program, and maybe watch a video now and then. but this is
not right. they have to know what they are doing or they can damage their system. 3.
the thieving . along with the dumbing down of the consumers, the third reason for the
computer virus development is the thieving. some illegal people have the intention to

steal the information from the users. the bloatware is the first step, and the next step is
the thieving. that. 4. portable media players . these days, portable media players are

used by many of the people. due to its flexibility and portability, this gadget is
compatible with any computers. portable media players are mostly used for listening to

music.
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